
Технически характеристики

The Einhell AGILLO 18/200 cordless scythe is powered by a front motor. The robust line spool with bump feed system is suitable for dense growth, and
there is a high-quality 3-tooth blade for tackling undergrowth. The spindle lock system makes it easy to change the set. Electronic speed control keeps
the power in check. The two-hand bike handle is universally adjustable, the high-comfort harness ensures optimum handling and for tireless operation
there is a soft grip and a lightweight aluminium tubular long handle. The split shaft ensures user-friendly transport and there is also an integrated wall
holder for easy and secure storage. One 18 V Power X-Change rechargeable battery is required for operation. This is available separately.

Cordless Scythe

AGILLO 18/200
Item No.: 3411310

Ident No.: 21010

Bar Code: 4006825651300

Features & Benefits
Member of the Power X-Change family, 1x18V batteries necessary-
Front-Motor: Perfect power transmission and weight balance-
Universal adjustable twin handle (bike handle)-
Split shaft for easy transport and space saving storage-
Solid single line bump feed spool for high grass and weeds-
High-quality 3-teeth blade for undergrowth and scrub-
Spindle-lock system for easy change of cutting equipment-
High-quality comfort carrying belt for perfect handling-
Integrated wall holder - easy and safe storage-
Softgrip for ergonomic operation-
Shaft made of aluminium for tireless working-
Speed electronics ensure proper power for every application-
Supplied without battery and charger (available separately)-

Technical Data
- Voltage 18 V
- Max. speed 7500 min^-1
- Knife type 3-teeth blade
- Cutting width (knife) 20 cm
- Spool type Single line
- Cutting width (spool) 30 cm
- Thread length 8 m
- Thread diameter 2 mm
- Readjustment of thread Tipp automatic

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 6.45
- Gross weight (kg) 8.85
- Dimensions single packaging 323 x 165 x 1115 mm
- Pieces per export carton 3 Pieces
- Gross weight of export carton 28.5 kg
- Dimensions export carton 1140 x 500 x 340 mm
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 426 | 882 | 1026

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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